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â€œThis canâ€™t be possible. How am I going to survive?â€• The 21st-century world has been

dropped back into the early 1800s. No one knew it was coming, no one was prepared, and still

TEOTWAWKI happens. By himself on vacation in northern Michigan, Bob Reiniger determines he

must survive. Even with no such survival skills. He will make new and strange friends, and protect

his property and life. Even though he's not ready for it, he will do battle with those who want to take

what's his away. Against all odds, Bob must survive the apocalypse. Even alone, in the middle of No

Where. Stranded No Where is the first book in e a lake's newest series - The No Where

Apocalypse. Read this book now, before the final Apocalypse arrives.
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I rather enjoyed this book. I would have given it 5 stars, however, there were some pretty big editing

mistakes, such as this: "for a fishing touch, he added a small amount of flour to thick the sauce",

and worse (and unforgivable), a character's name changed from Fred to Frank. How do you forget

your own character's name? That's just ridiculous. Otherwise, it was refreshing to have a storyline

where the main character was clueless when it came to survival. Especially when I just got finished



reading a book that was so unbelievable it was almost unbearable to read. No one is perfect at

everything, but the writer would have us believe her main character was. In this story, the main

characters are just regular people with no major advantages over anyone else. The only

unbelievable part was the battery operated clock that supposedly still worked. Oh, and how much

damn propane does he have?? I mean seriously? Otherwise, bravo! I cracked up picturing him

walking to Covington in those pink boots!

Took awhile but after getting interested in it I cant wait for the next one to see what happens to Bob ,

Dizzy and Lettie....didnt care to much for the smartmouth Violet....if one of my grandkids talked like

that they would be getting a serious attitude adjustment

I've been reading post-apocalyptic books this winter and really enjoyed this one. Many of this genre

border on the absurd with their right-wing cliches, and manly-man heroes who blow people away left

and right without a care in the world before returning to their fortress stuffed to the gills with

"prepper" supplies. This book is very different. The characters are a bunch of seeming misfits with

complex backstories. The hero of the story begins the saga completely in over his head, but

muddles through largely through the generosity of his neighbors and a good dose of luck. The story

takes place in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, and is illustrated fairly accurately. Aside from a

number of editing errors (a problem nearly that's epidemic in this genre), this is a fun, thoughtful,

believable look at the apocalypse as it plays out in the Northwoods.

The MC is depicted as a total noob to the outdoors and would perish if not for his neighbors, who

feed and try to help him. A quarter of the way in, I was hoping someone would shot him and take the

burden off his neighbors. Also, although his age is supposed to be 25 he acts more like a 15 year

old. Couldn't finish this book!

Down to earth story telling. Chronicles the growth of a survivor after a grid meltdown changes his

and everyone else's world. Well written and fine character development through out. From an ill

equipped city slicker to a strong yet naive survivor this tale touches upon truths many of us don't

have a clue about.

I enjoyed the storyline it seems to me to be developing very well. The author is not rushing the story

and takes time fleshing out each character. Moves a good steady pace. The only detrimental issue



is Violet who has a motor mouth and at some point either it will cause severe problems. Good book.

Buy it from  as I did, you will enjoy it also.KIndle CustomerWard

This was a little different than other " end of world" stories. The main character is clueless but, not

dumb, he is alive at the end. As I read it I thought it read as though the main character and me (the

reader) were sitting around a camp fire and he told his story. As not like a novel with prefect

sentences, language. This book did not have that. This was more of a little street slag as people use

as they talk. Using words like shells for ammo, clips for magazines. For me, I enjoyed it. It was a 1

night read, maybe to short for some. I already purchased book 2.

Really enjoyed this book all the characters were down to earth, warts n all!! Was really annoyed and

disappointed to find there were no more books in this series yet, come on Author, get your finger

out.
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